Data Science OnDemand
Extract knowledge from data in any form

Data science initiatives can deliver significant value to
enterprises when the right opportunities are identified,
the culture uses data to make decisions, and new talents
and technology are explored.
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What is Data Science?
Implementation and advisory services that aid in the
creation and advancement of analytics initiatives that
deliver ROI with production capable solutions in less
than six months. Analytics strategy, data pipelines, cloud
analytics and modeling via machine learning are delivered
in partnership with you.

The Value
• Improve client's experience
with better insights and
predictions
• Increase revenue through
better segmentation of
products and clients
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The Outcomes

• 93 percent reduction in
data acquisition time

• Influence your culture

• 14 percent improved sales
forecasting

• Results in production

• Open the black box
• Reduce time to market and
operational costs with fraud
and waste detection

What the industry is saying

The Capax Difference

"By the end of 2017, revenue growth from information-based products
will double the rest of the product/service portfolio for one-third of
Fortune 500 companies, says International Data Corporation. The
opportunities exist, Capax Global's Data Science on Demand helps
customers find and harvest them while achieving independence."

Capax Global provides a path for
your Data Science ambitions while
taking the mystery out of how to
accomplish it.

— Forbes

At Capax Global, our team has an unmatched background in commercial application development which makes our modern application
development, data platform modernization and advanced analytics practices enterprise class. We will be with you for your entire journey,
no matter where you are starting from, using our IDEA-based approach: Innovate, Design, Execute, and Achieve.
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